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Company: Chase Medical

Location: Hebburn

Category: healthcare-practitioners-and-technical

**Practice Nurse, Hebburn**_Are you a practice nurse in the Hebburn area? Are you

looking for a new adventure and a different experience? Do you want to earn some extra

cash whilst controlling your own schedule? Then Chase wants **you!**_ This is an exciting

opportunity for a Practice Nurse in the Hebburn area to join our fantastic bank of nurses and

earn some extra cash on a locum basis. **Benefits of working with Chase include:** *

Dedicated recruitment team- Our dedicated team work **tirelessly** to ensure they find the

**perfect** role for you* An easy to complete registration process- Our registration process is

super quick and easy taking less than **15 minutes** to complete!* Exclusive shifts not found

anywhere else- Our clients provide us with **_exclusive_** shifts only available through us so

why not register to see what we have on offer?* An easy-to-use app- Access our shifts in

the palm of your hand through our innovative new app* A competitive pay rate between

**£25-£46** an hour- That's **£200** for an extra 8-hour shift **About Chase Medical** Chase

Medical is a UK based agency, that specialises in supplying permanent work and locum

shifts to clinical staff within the Primary Care Sector nationwide. With 10+ years' experience

we are a market leader and have **_exclusive_** roles available across the country, whether

it be temporary or permanent we're sure to have the perfect role for you. **Are you suitable?**

Here at Chase, we must ensure that all our nurses have previous **primary care** experience

and are confident in at least 2 of the following skills: * Cytology (Updated within the last 3

years)* Chronic Disease Management* Child Immunisations **The next steps:**
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